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INTRODUCTION
This application note describes how to use the AOI-Search and AOI-Tracking
functions of CX-GigE cameras and CX-CS-GigE sensors.
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EVALUATION PLATFORM
To evaluate each new camera function we strongly recommend using the CXExplorer due to the best way for configuration and test purposes. Please make
sure that you have installed CX-Explorer version 2.0.0 or higher.
Please contact us to get information about the newest available version:
info@automationtechnology.de
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THE AOI-SEARCH MODE
This section describes how the AOI-Search mode is working in theory and
implemented for the best customers usage.
The CX cameras and CX-CS sensors feature an area CMOS sensor, the frame
rate of which, depends on the number of pixels to readout. By defining a sensor
Area of Interest (AOI) the frame rate and hence the profile speed will be
significantly increased due to the smaller number of pixels to readout. The
following figure demonstrates the relationship between sensor rows and profile
speed.

Figure 1: Dependence of camera profile speed on number of sensor rows in AOI (model C5-2040-GigE)1

Consequently in order to maximize the profile speed, it is recommended to
configure the AOI to a minimum of required sensor rows. This task, which has
been usually performed manually by the user, can be now performed
automatically.

1

Profile speed and number of sensor rows depends on selected camera model
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Figure 2: Laser line inside AOI and Full Size

The AOI-Search algorithm evaluates the laser line position for every sensor
column inside the AOI. The evaluation process is similar to the well known 3Dthreshold algorithm (TRSH) and requires a threshold value to distinguish
between invalid and valid intensity values (pixels that belong to the laser line).
The next two figures represent the intensity values for a single sensor column
(e.g. sensor column from Figure 2).
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Figure 3: Intensity values of the laser line over total sensor column size
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Figure 4: Zoom view of laser line. Laser line
is represented
as Gaussian distribution

On the basis of the AOI-Threshold the start and end of the laser line is detected.
That process defines the limits for each sensor column. The evaluation is
performed for all sensor columns so that the full scene is represented. This
representation can be interpreted as binary image, where the valid laser
positions have the value “1 → TRUE” and all other pixels “0 → FALSE”.
The binary image is taken as the source for the AOI-Search algorithm. The task
for the algorithm is to fit a user-defined AOI with predefined width and height
in the best way onto the image part that contains the laser line.
For this purpose, the AOI-Search feature offers 4 different algorithms:

Min
Minimum position of laser line in the sensor image is detected and the AOI is
positioned so that it starts at this minimum. The user has the option to shift the
AOI with an artificial offset value, after the algorithm has performed its
operation.
AOI-OffsetY

(a)

AOI-OffsetY

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a) initial state with arbitrary offset and fixed AOI height, (b) AOI-Search MIN mode automatically
adjust the offset, (c) final 2D image view that is used for 3D image acquisition
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Max
Maximum position of laser line in the sensor image is detected and the AOI is
positioned so that it ends at this maximum. The user has the option to shift the
AOI with an artificial offset value, after the algorithm has performed its
operation.
AOI-OffsetY

(a)

AOI-OffsetY

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) initial state with arbitrary offset and fixed AOI height, (b) AOI-Search MAX mode
automatically adjust the offset, (c) final 2D image view that is used for 3D image acquisition

Range
The minimum and maximum position of laser line in the sensor image is
detected and their average is calculated. The latter determines the position,
where the center of AOI should be located. The AOI starting position is set
accordingly. The user has the option to shift the AOI with an artificial offset
value, after the algorithm has performed its operation.
AOI-OffsetY

AOI-OffsetY

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) initial state with arbitrary offset and fixed AOI height, (b) AOI-Search RANGE mode
automatically adjust the offset, (c) final 2D image view that is used for 3D image acquisition
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Mean
The positions of the laser line from all columns in the sensor image are added
up and divided by the number of valid positions. If the laser line is found along
a column, it is counted as a valid position. This introduces a certain robustness
since the effect of outliers are minimized this way. The user has the option to
shift the AOI with an artificial offset value, after the algorithm has performed its
operation.
AOI-OffsetY

(a)

Outlier

AOI-OffsetY

(b)

Outlier

(c)

Figure 8: (a) initial state with arbitrary offset and fixed AOI height, (b) AOI-Search MEAN mode
automatically adjust the offset, eliminating the outlier, (c) final 2D image view that is used for 3D image
acquisition

For best results, the AOI-Height must be large enough to cover the entire laser
line. The AOI-Search algorithms are simply adapting the AOI OffsetY value. The
Width, AOI Height and AOI Threshold must be previously defined.
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AOI-SEARCH SPACE CONTROL
Sometimes application require a very fast 3D image acquisition with several
thousand profiles per second. In that case the solution would be to reduce the
full size sensor image to a much smaller AOI. The CX-1280-GigE cameras have
the benefit to limit the image size in both, horizontal and vertical direction. With
the horizontal reduction of the AOI size, profile speeds up to 115000 fps can be
realized.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) sensor frame with desired field of view, (b) final 2D camera image after AOI alignment

In addition to the general limitation of the image size, the AOI-Search range
can be limited too. This is particularly useful, when a-priori information is known
about the total image scene and/or when light reflexions exist inside the field
of view, which could disturb the search algorithm and 3D image acquisition.
The limitation of the AOI-Search range has the benefit that the process cycle
time of the AOI-Search algorithm is faster due to the less sensor readout time in
comparison to full size search.
Therefore a separate category is integrated into the XML camera description
file to configure the AOI search range.

Figure 10: Part of the camera XML that contains the AOI-Search functions
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The following tree structure defines the location of the “AOI Search” features
inside the XML-View.
Root → Camera Control → Mode and Algorithm Control → AOISearch

To control the AOI-Search mode all necessary functions are defined inside the
GenICam camera description file as shown in the following table:

Name
AoiSearch

Type

Visibility

Description

ICategory

Beginner

AOI-Search Category

AoiSearchEnable

IBoolean

Beginner

TRUE: AOI-Search mode is
activated FALSE: AOI-Search
mode is disabled

AoiSearchHeight

IInteger

Beginner

Height of search AOI

AoiSearchOffsetY

IInteger

Beginner

Vertical offset from the origin
to the search AOI

IEnumeration

Beginner

Selects the AOI search
algorithm

IInteger

Beginner

Offset of the AOI search
algorithm

AoiSearchAlgorithm
AoiSearchAlgorithmOffset

The next figure indicates the AOI-Search area within the full size sensor image.

Figure 11: The AOI-Search algorithm is only active inside the shaded area
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Another possibility to restrict the AOI-Search space is to enable/disable each
sensor column. In this way the user has the absolute control about the desired
space that should be taken into account for the AOI-Search.

Column Evaluation Mask
The Column Evaluation Mask is a feature enabling to control the operation of
the AOI-Search mode. It defines which sensor columns shall be considered as
valid for the AOI-Search and which should be masked out and excluded from
the evaluation.
The use of the Column Evaluation Mask is always required in configurations with
AOI width smaller than SensorWidth. Because the AOI-Search is performed in
the entire sensor width, it is necessary to use the Column Evaluation Mask in
order to mask out the sensor columns outside the AOI.
The camera firmware supports two different ways to configure the Column
Evaluation Mask. The first one is an XML-based description of different functions,
which belongs to the Column Evaluation Mask. Therefore an own category is
included into the GenICam camera description file. The big advantage of a
standardized feature access via XML is that every 3rd-party software library is
able to control these functions due to the fact that they are included and
defined as GenICam feature nodes. The next figure shows the graphical
representation of these GenICam XML-nodes.

Figure 12: ColumnEvaluationMask settings represented as XML-view for GenICam access

The following tree structure defines the location of the “Column Evaluation
Mask” features inside the XML-View.
Device Camera → Controls Mode and Algorithm Controls → Column Evaluation Mask

The GenICam name and description of all ColumnEvaluationMask nodes is
listed in the table below:
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Name

AOI-Search and -Tracking

Visibility

Description

ICategory

Beginner

ColumnEvaluation Category. It
is a global mask and valid for
all functions (AOI-Tracking,
AOI-Search, AutoStart)

ColRangeStart

IInteger

Expert

Column start index

ColRangeEnd

IInteger

Expert

Column end index

Expert

ENABLE all columns of interval
[ColRangeStart,
ColRangeEnd]

Expert

DISABLE all columns of interval
[ColRangeStart,
ColRangeEnd]

Expert

Activate complete
ColumnEvaluationMask and
write data into flash memory

ColumnEvaluationMask

ColRangeEnableCom
mand
ColRangeDisableCom
mand

ColRangeActivate

Type
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ICommand

ICommand

ICommand
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Another way to modify the column evaluation mask is to directly write and read
over the GenICam File Access Control.
The File Access Control2 describes all features related to accessing files in the
camera. It contains the definition of a generic file access schema for GenICam
compliant devices.

Figure 63: File Access Control settings represented as XML-view for GenICam access

The following tree structure defines the location of the File Access Control
features inside the XML-View.
Device → File Access Control

The file selector “ColStatisticBits” is used to read/write the Column Evaluation
Mask in order to reserve the required memory space into the persistent camera
memory.
Software solutions, like CommonVisionBlox3 (CVB) from Stemmer Imaging,
provide easy access over their own GenICam File Access Control
implementation. For example the following CVB functions can be used to
read/write the Column Evaluation Mask from/to the camera:




NMDownloadFileMemory
 Downloads a file from the device which
GenICam::FileSelector and saves it to memory.

is

present

in

the

NMUploadFileMemory
 Uploads a file to the device which is present in the GenICam::FileSelector
and loads it from memory.

2

The File Access Control features are summarized in the GenICam Standard Feature Naming Convention (SFNC)
http://www.genicam.org
3

http://www.commonvisionblox.com/
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The size of each Column Evaluation Mask depends on the sensor width, which
is different between CX-camera models (CX-1280-GigE, CX-2040-GigE, C42350-GigE, CX-3360-GigE, CX-4090-GigE).
Each Bit represents a single sensor column, which means that the total number
of bytes for one column evaluation mask is defined as:

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 =

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒
8

Column Evaluation Mask

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 … 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 … 0 0 0
LSB
ColRangeEnd

ColRangeStart

ColRangeEnable

Figure 14: Column Evaluation Mask is enabled for shaded area
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AOI-SEARCH IN 2D IMAGE MODE
The AOI-Search mode has the benefit to adjust the AOI to the optimal position
of the laser line. In that case the laser line is automatically centered to the AOI.

Following camera properties (nodes) are required and important for the use of
the AOI-Search Mode:


Width



OffsetX



AoiSearchEnabled (only in 3D mode)



AoiSearchHeight



AoiSearchOffsetY



AoiHeight



AoiOffsetY



AoiThreshold



AoiSearch Algorithm



AoiSearch Algorithm Offset



AoiSearch Command (not working during acquisition)

The idea of the AOI-Search mode is that the user must only defines the minimum
required AOI-Height (number of required sensor rows) for the expected laser
line and afterwards the camera will adjust the vertical AOI-Offset (AoiOffsetY)
value to the best position.

Therefore at the beginning the camera should be in 2D image mode (IMG) and
full size like in the screenshots that are displayed on the following pages (factory
settings with Mono16).
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Image View in 2D mode and full frame resolution

In image mode the user can execute the AOI-Search command to
automatically center the AOI to the laser line.
The following procedure should be applied in order to optimally use the AOISearch mode:

1. Define minimum AOI-Height (make sure that AOI-Height will be big enough to
include the entire laser line).
2. Ignore OffsetY, this value will be changed by camera.
3. Define AoiThreshold. AoiSearch mode will search for laser intensity values that
are above the AoiThreshold (similar to the 3D calculation).
4. Define Width and OffsetX for the lateral resolution. These are global sensor
features and not changeable by the AOI-Search mode. These values are fixed
and read-only for CX-2040-GigE, CX-3360-GigE and CX-4090-GigE.
5. Choose the algorithm to be used for AOI-Search (MIN, MAX, RANGE or MEAN).
6. Set the algorithm offset, if necessary, to shift the AOI vertically after the
algorithm has set the position of the AOI.
7. Define, if necessary, the search area for AOI-Search. Default values are full
sensor size.
8. Execute AoiSearch Command.
9. Now the OffsetY value should be at the correct position and the AOI is centered
around the laser line.
10. Grab an image to validate the current AOI position
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The following list shows some screenshots which simplify and visualize the
above description.

1,2,3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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AOI-SEARCH DURING 3D ACQUISITION
The main purpose of the AOI-Search mode is that the camera automatically
adjusts the position of AOI at the start of the acquisition.
In that way, when the 3D data acquisition is initiated (via grab command), the
camera searches for the laser line in the sensor image, adjusts the AOI position
automatically and then starts the 3D data acquisition
The configuration for the AOI-Search mode is equal to the description from the
earlier chapter (points 1 to 8), with the exception that point 6 is replaced by
following procedure:
 Set AoiSearchEnable to true

Figure 15: XML view with activated AoiSearchEnabled node

Before setting the AoiSearchEnable to TRUE, it is necessary to configure the
camera into 3D mode.
The AoiSearchEnable node is locked in 2D image mode (camera mode = IMG)
and only available in 3D mode!
For 3D configuration it is recommend to use the 3D-Wizard. Advanced and
expert users can change the camera mode via the XML-Window of the CXExplorer.

GigE-Vision Events
To monitor the correct operation of the AOI-Search it is possible to enable a
specific GigE-Vision event. The events are managed in the general GigE-Vision
event category of GenICam.
The AoiSearchFailed GigE-Vision event is implemented for monitoring purpose
in case of AOI-Search. The following image includes a tree structure that
defines the location of the “GigE-Vision Event” features inside the XML-View.
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Figure 76: XML view of the Event Generation category with the available enumerations for the Event
Selector

To work with the mentioned AoiSearchFailed event a software implementation
for GigE-Vision events is required. Dependending on what kind of software
library is used, fully GigE-Vision event handling is supported and easy to
implement in a software project.
Alternatively the GenAPI provides a generic access to these GigE-Vision events
and a direct access via the GenTL (Transport Layer interface) is possible too.

For further and more detailed information on how to implement and work with
GigE-Vision events please contact your corresponding software distributor.
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AOI-SEARCH WITH SEQUENCER MODE “START /
STOP”
The AOI-Search mode is also available in combination with other special CXfunctions, such as “Sequencer Mode”.
In this case the AOI-Search detects the laser line and adjusts the AOI every time
after the sequence start trigger is executed. The process flow for the
combination of AOI-Search and sequencer mode “Start/Stop over IN1/IN2” is
represented in the figure below.

Figure 17: Flowchart for the combination of AOI-Search and sequencer mode “Start/Stop over IN1/IN2”
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AUTOMATIC AOI-TRACKING
The Automatic AOI-Tracking (AAT) is the dynamic version of the static AOISearch mode. While the AOI-Search is only working at the beginning of each
3D acquisition and/or as GenICam command when no image acquisition is
performed, the AOI-Tracking mode is working continuously during 3D image
acquisition.
Thus 3D profile acquisition with AOI-Tracking is able to cover the complete
image/sensor size although the defined AOI size could be much smaller. This is
very useful in case of applications involving continuous profile measurements
with variable distances to the surface.
The following images demonstrate an example of 3D profile acquisition with
and without using the Automatic AOI-Tracking functionality.

Top view of complete
object

Front view of object

Laser line at start
position

Laser line at end
position

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 18: scan object and relative laser positions for start and end position

AOI size
(width x height)

Max. profile
speed (Hz)

Automatic AOITracking DISABLED

2048x1088

340

Automatic AOITracking ENABLED

2048x70

4500

AOI size (2D view)
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2000

4000

6000

Number of Profiles

8000

10000

0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

Number of Profiles

(a)

(b)

AOI-Tracking Enabled

AOI-Tracking Disabled

1000 3000 5000 7000 9000
Profile Speed
(c)

(d)

Figure 89: (a) 3D acquisition without AOI-Tracking, (b) 3D acquisition with AOI-Tracking, (c) 3D frame with
10k profiles, (d) comparison of maximum profile speed for C4-1280-GigE camera
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AOI-TRACKING IN THEORY
This section explains the main algorithm of the AOI-Tracking mode and how the
camera shifts the AOI within the sensor field.
The AOI-Tracking algorithm requires the camera to be run in 3D profile mode.
The profile data are used to determine the limits of the laser line within the total
sensor field.
As it is the case with the AOI-Search function, the AOI-Tracking also offers 4
algorithms (MIN, MAX, RANGE and MEAN), which have different goals.

Algorithm

Goal

MIN

Adjusting the AOI offset to keep the top border of the AOI
at the minimum laser line position in the sensor image

MAX

Adjusting the AOI offset to keep the bottom border of the
AOI at the maximum laser line position in the sensor image

RANGE

Adjusting the AOI offset in a way that the AOI is
continuously centered around the laser line.

MEAN

Same goal as the RANGE algorithm, however MEAN also
tries to eliminate the influence of any outliers to the AOI
offset

The general logic of the AOI-Tracking algorithms can be explained over the RANGE
algorithm.
Set point position (ideal case)

Actual position value

(a)

(b)

Figure 20: (a) optimal alignment between AOI and laser line, (b) laser line close to the border of the AOI
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As shown above, image (a) is the ideal case and the AOI is best oriented
around the laser line, which means that the AOI-OffsetY is optimally set. As the
scan proceeds the laser line position can vary (different heights of object) and
moves to the border (b). If the laser line would move further in the same
direction, it could happen that it will be outside the AOI and therefore the
camera would not be able to calculate the correct laser position. In order to
prevent this event, the Automatic AOI-Tracking (AAT) algorithm has been
developed.
The AOI tracking algorithm consists of three parts, namely the controller, the
system and the sensor. As defined in the control theory the implemented
controller is a digital PID controller, where the control parameters (Kp,KI,KD) can
be adjusted and defined by the user over the GenICam camera access.
The following feedback loop demonstrates the behavior of the complete AOI
tracking implementation.

Figure 21: AOI tracking implementation as feedback loop

𝑦𝑆𝑃 (𝑡) =

𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐴𝑂𝐼

𝑦 ∗ (𝑡) =

𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

𝑒(𝑡)

=

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

𝑢(𝑡)

=

𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑂𝐼 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑦(𝑡)

=

𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 (𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐴𝑂𝐼)

To visualize the complete implementation and simplify the understanding of the
algorithm the following figures demonstrates the AOI-Tracking algorithm with
respect to a possible real situation.
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Figure 22: First step of algorithm to calculate y*(t) and e(t)

(1)

𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑦𝑆𝑃 (𝑡) − 𝑦 ∗ (𝑡)

In the first step the laser line position plays an important role. The processor
calculates the laser positions over the complete field of view as well as the
related statistics for each position. In this case the global limits (Min,Max) are
known and give information about the best position for the AOI to be centered
around the laser line. The difference between reference value and actual
value is used as input for the PID controller.

Figure 23: Second step to calculate the actuating variable u(t) of PID controller

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑃 ∗ 𝑒(𝑡) + 𝐾𝐼 ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 + 𝐾𝐷

𝑑𝑒(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

(2)

The PID controller now calculates the input value for the general AOI-Tracking
system. This input value mainly represents the shifting value of the AOI between
current location and next position.
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Figure 24: Third step to shift the AOI conformable to y(t)

(3)

𝑦𝑆𝑃 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑦(𝑡)

After the shifting of the AOI the new reference value is updated and the
tracking update process starts from the beginning until the error/difference
between actual value and reference is zero.

AOI-TRACKING CONTROL
All functions required to control the Automatic AOI-Tracking are defined inside
the GenICam camera description file as listed below:

Name
AoiTracking

Type
ICategory

Visibility

Description

Beginner AOI-Tracking Category

AoiTrackingEnable

IBoolean

Beginner TRUE: AOI-Tracking mode is
activated | FALSE: AOITracking mode is disabled

AoiTrackingMinNumPixel

IInteger

Beginner Minimum number of
required pixel (one pixel
per column) to start AOI
tracking algorithm

AoiTracking_P

IInteger

Expert

Proportional gain of PID
controller

AoiTracking_I

IInteger

Expert

Integral gain of PID
controller

AoiTracking_D

IInteger

Expert

Derivative gain of PID
controller

AoiTrackingUpdateRate

IInteger

Beginner Update frequency of
tracking algorithm (Hz)
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Beginner AOI tracking sensor write
timeout in microseconds
(µs)

IEnumeration Beginner Selects the AOI tracking
algorithm
IInteger

Beginner Offset of the AOI tracking
algorithm

Following tree structure defines the location of the “AOI-Tracking” features
inside the XML-View.

Root → Camera Control → Mode and Algorithm Control → AOITracking

Figure 25: Part of the camera XML that contains the AOI-Tracking functions

AoiTrackingEnable
The AOITrackingEnable parameter is the required camera feature to activate
the AOI tracking mode. It works only in 3D mode. As long as the
AOITrackingEnable status is FALSE, no AOI-Tracking is performed.
The AOITrackingEnable function does not support camera operation in one of
the following configurations:


Camera mode “IMG” (2D image mode)



Number of AOIs more than one (>1)



NDR mode

AoiTrackingMinNumPixel
The AoiTrackingMinNumPixel is a parameter defining the minimum number of
pixels of a profile with valid position value.
A single profile consists in the ideal case of a maximum of 𝑛-points, whereas the
𝑛-points are equal to the maximum number of horizontal pixel (=sensor width).
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If e.g. the total sensor width is 2048 (CX-2040-GigE) and the
AoiTrackingMinNumPixel parameter is set to 2000, then the AOI-Tracking
algorithm only starts with the evaluation of the laser line position, when more
than 2000 pixels have valid 3D positions.

AoiTracking_PID
The PID-controller influences the shifting of the AOI window between two
successive tracking updates. In this case it improves the robustness and
reliability of the AOI-Tracking mode in terms of speed, steady state error and
noise reduction.

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑃 ∗ 𝑒(𝑡) + 𝐾𝐼 ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 + 𝐾𝐷

𝑑𝑒(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

The camera features AoiTracking_P, AoiTracking_I, AoiTracking_D stand
respectively for the proportional-, integral- and derivative-gain of the common
PID-controller.
It is recommended to work with the default parameters. These default values
can be used in most cases and are based on heuristics and empirical analysis!
If required, the PID tuning and/or other well-known methods of control theory
may be applied to adjust the control parameters and optimize the behavior of
the PID controller.

AoiTrackingUpdateRate
The update rate (expressed in Hz) defines how often the tracking algorithm shall
evaluate the alignment between AOI and laser position. The update rate
should be set to the expected movement of the laser line. Oversizing may
affect the internal camera speed.

AoiTrackingSensorWriteTimeout
This value is a camera internal time unit and should not be changed by the
user. The default value is enough for nearly any application.

GigE-Vision Events
To monitor the correct operation of the AOI-Tracking it is possible to enable
specific GigE-Vision events. These events are management in the general GigEVision event category of GenICam.
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The AoiTrackingOn and AoiTrackingOff GigE-Vision events are implemented for
monitoring purpose in case of AOI-Tracking. Following image shows the tree
structure, which defines the location of the “GigE-Vision Event” features inside
the XML-View.

Figure 26: Event generation category that controls the GigE-Vision events

Chunk Data for AOI-Tracking
The chunk data are very useful in terms of deeper analysis and additional information
to each single profile. Therefore chunk data are available for each profile representing
the timestamp, frame counter, trigger coordinate and other information.
The chunk data of AOI-Tracking mode are expanded with information about the AOI
size and position (offset).
The following data structure contains all relevant information for this purpose. In order
to work with the chunk data, the general chunk mode must be activated over the
GenICam control.
typedef struct _GV_ChunkAcqInfo
{
Unsigned int
timeStamp64L;
unsigned int
timeStamp64H;
unsigned int
frameCnt;
signed
int
triggerCoord;
unsigned char
triggerStatus;
unsigned short
DAC;
unsigned short
ADC;
unsigned char
INT_idx;
unsigned char
AOI_idx;
unsigned short
AOI_ys;
unsigned short
AOI_dy;
unsigned short
AOI_xs;
unsigned short
AOI_trsh;
unsigned char
AOI_alg;
} GV_ChunkAcqInfo;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

0..3
4..7
8..11
12..15
16
17..18
19..20
21
22
23..24
25..26
27..28
29..30
31
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AOI-TRACKING IN 2D IMAGE MODE
The AOI-Tracking in 2D image mode (camera mode = IMG) is not supported.

AOI-TRACKING IN 3D MODE
This section is a step-by-step description how to configure and enable the AAT
for the general 3D mode (MAX, TRSH, COG). All steps has to be performed
sequential, otherwise too many dependencies will be changed at the same
time, which will lead to an unstable camera operation.
1. Use the AOI-Search mode in 2D to optimally locate the AOI around the
laser line image.
2. Change the camera mode to 3D by using the CX-Explorer 3D-Wizard.
Experts are allowed to directly change the mode over the XML-view.
3. Start grab and verify the correct height information (DC2) of the current
laser line.
4. Stop grab and enable the AOI-Tracking mode over the
AoiTrackingEnable camera feature. Use AbsolutePosition to refer to the
first sensor row. In this case the reference height of the laser line position
is always the first sensor row, which means that a movement of the AOI
will not influence the final height information. Choose the appropriate
algorithm for the application. Optionally, an Algorithm Offset can also be
set.
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5. Start grab without moving the laser and/or object (e.g. over conveyor).
This will lead to a static initial state, where the AOI-Tracking mode is
activated and updates the AOI position with respect to the
AoiTrackingUpdateRate. If the AOI position will not be changed, then the
control error is zero in the steady state.
Continue with the next step only if the system has reached the steady
state!
Verify the laser line position of each pixel. All values should be in a valid
range. Also the AOI should be centered to the global mean position of
the laser line.
6. Move the object (e.g. over conveyor) and/or laser to acquire a
complete 3D scan of the whole object. Use Sequence Mode = Freerun
for this test. Change the Sequence Mode to the desired one after correct
AOI-Tracking verification. For AOI-Tracking validation it is easier to handle
the profile acquisition in Freerun state.
During this step, it is recommended to enable the GigE-Vision events,
which are related to the AOI-Tracking mode such as AoiTrackingOn and
AoiTrackingOff.
The AoiTrackingOn event signalizes that the tracking process is started
and the laser line image is valid for AOI alignment.
The AoiTrackingOff event signalizes that the tracking process is stopped
and the position of the AOI is not updated anymore. The latter could be
due to several reasons. It may happen that the laser line is out of range
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(outside the AOI) and the tracking algorithm is not able to identify and
localize any valid laser line. Another reason could be, when the laser line
is only partial visible and does not exceed the minimum required number
of pixel, which are defined via the AoiTrackingMinNumPixel parameter.

7. If there are problems with the AOI-Tracking during the profile acquisition
and/or the results are different to the expected one, then it is
recommended to perform a test measurement via provided special ATtools for deeper analysis. On the basis of this analysis it is much easier to
localize the root cause of the problem.
After the analysis, start to modify the AoiTrackingUpdateRate and check
whether the results are as expected.
In case of continuous problems please contact the AT-3D support and/or
corresponding support by your official distributor.
8. The special AT-Tool for AOI-Tracking analysis during continuous profile
acquisition uses the chunk data to localize the AOI position in
comparison to the laser line positions. Afterwards the result could be
displayed over 3rd-party solutions like MATLAB. Errors in the 3D scan, which
are based on the incorrect handling of the AOI-Tracking are often visible
as “jumps” between consecutive profiles.
350

320

AOI-Range
AOI-Range
Laser Position

300

315
310

Sensor Rows

Sensor Rows

250

200

150

100

305
300
295
290
285

50

280
0
0

2000

4000

6000

Number of Profiles

8000

10000

4000

4200

4400
4600
Number of Profiles

4800

5000

Additionally the complete sequence (predefined number of 3D frames)
is stored as TIFF. This sequence represents all valid profiles and can be
used for deeper quality control.
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9. The AOI-Tracking is finally configured when all profiles are captured and
no errors are visible inside the complete 3D scan. Otherwise jump back
to point 7 and repeat the mentioned process.

As stated above, AOI-Tracking comes with 4 different algorithms. Outlying pixel
values influence the results of the AOI-Tracking algorithms MIN, MAX and
RANGE strongly. As can be seen in the figure 29, in the absence of outliers, the
AOI has the correct placement, centering the laser line. If an outlier enters the
AOI, the conventional RANGE algorithm places the AOI to an incorrect
position, since the outlier has the minimum position now. This leads to the
problem that the laser line is not in the AOI anymore. Figure 30 shows this
scenario. The AOI-Tracking cannot recover from that situation. At this point, user
has to intervene and execute AOI-Search to center the laser line again. To
have a more robust algorithm against outliers use the MEAN algorithm.

AOI

Figure 29. Laser line centered in AOI
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Outlier

AOI

Figure 30. Laser line lost in AOI

For each column in the image, the MEAN algorithm sums up the average of
the minimum left and maximum right positions along that column. The number
of valid positions divides this sum, minimizing the effect of the outlier. In this way,
the AOI position focuses on the laser line again. More information can be found
in the next chapter.
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DETAILED DEMONSTRATION OF AOI-TRACKING
MEAN
This section illustrates the robustness of the MEAN algorithm against outliers.

1) A small AOI is defined in IMAGE mode, which is big enough to capture
the whole laser line.

2) AOI Threshold is set and AOI-Search executed to center the laser line.
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3) Change to 3D Mode.

4) AOI-Tracking enabled. MEAN algorithm selected.
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5) Outlier enters the AOI. However the AOI still has the laser line since the
MEAN algorithm eliminates the effect of the outlier. The AOI OffsetY
changed slightly from 461 to 445.

6) Outlier has left the AOI. OffsetY goes back to 461.
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AOI-TRACKING FUNCTION OVERVIEW AND
DEPENDENCIES
The following table gives an overview about the functions and dependencies
of the Automatic AOI-Tracking mode.

Function

Support

Comment

Automatic AOI shifting
during image
acquisition

YES

Only for 3D camera mode

Change AOI size

NO

Only the AoiOffsetY

Supports all Sequence
Modes (Freerun, IN1/IN2)

YES

Laser line evaluation
(column-wise)

YES

On the basis of the
ColumnEvaulationMask

Chunk-Mode support

YES

Chunk data stores for each
profile the AoiOffsetY value

Multiple AOI support

NO

Only one AOI is supported.
(AoiSelector = 1,NumAois =
1)

GigE-Vision Events

YES

AoiTrackingOn,
AoiTrackingOff

-
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DOCUMENT REVISION
Rev. No. Date

Modification

1.0

06.07.2012 First draft

2.0

26.06.2017 New AOI-Search and -Tracking algorithms introduced
(Range, Mean, Min, Max)

